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i'm not entirely sure about how a swarm of bees behaves in the spring. it's hard for me to imagine
that they are all clustered outside and in the same place at the same time. i have read that some
bees are very aggressive when it comes to finding a home (ie, take over all the honeycomb), and
many of them are on a mission, swarming all over the honeycomb. if that's the case, then they

probably might choose to spread out as they are looking for hive materials and space. i don't know
anything about manzanitas, but i would guess that they are fairly fast growing, and that might be a
reason why more bees started to take a liking to them. i would love to meet one and take a photo to

post on my blog and facebook. i used to know a pilot that flew an f-86 sabre. we lived in central
florida and if memory serves me right, they filmed live action scenes for the movie "the eagle has

landed" and we may have even taken turns landing and taking off in his f-86 sabre. i found his video
footage stored on a computer and watched it a couple of days ago. this was in central florida! i asked
him about the movie and he said there was a scene filmed there and i'm determined to find out if it
was my home we were flying over! if anyone knows or can lead me to someone who can answer my
question, i'd love to hear back! it's a wonderful, fun book for adults and children. the illustrations are

of course wonderful and the story is a cute and whimsical tale that's beautifully written. thanks!
here's a good review of the book: mark gildersleeve lives in wimbleton, south carolina, where he

teaches english at the high school for math, science, and technology. he is the author of the picture
books wings of wonder and orbit. he also helps write the popular the adventures of dragon boat for
scholastic. mark's reviews have been published in booklist, school library journal, and bookbrowse.
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